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Issues of global warming and new legislative demands for the energy consumption in
buildings have resulted in a need for methods for developing sustainable architecture.
At the moment mainstream architects have difficulties achieving sustainable results
in their projects. The sustainable projects that are completed often achieve their
sustainable status by the implementation of solar panels, glassed verandas or
low-flushing toilets. However, this does not necessarily ensure sustainability, as the
systems in the building do not really work together and often the users do not use
the building as intended. Addressing this issue, Swire Properties, one of the leading
property companies in Hong Kong and mainland China, teamed up with Tsinghua
University to form a joint venture, back in 2008. Together they have developed the
Integrated Design and Whole-process Management (IDM). This is a system which
enables commercial developers to make informed decisions on energy efficiency
during the entire building development process. Cary Chan, General Manager
Technical Services and Sustainability at Swire, explains how IDM works.

sustainability challenges, as Mr. Chan
confirms, and many of those are related
to a lack of space. Hong Kong does have
plenty of country parks, agricultural
land and undeveloped brownfields, but
the areas where most people want to
live and work are extremely densely
populated and built up with tall
properties. This can make solar energy
an unattractive option: Hong Kong’s
skyscrapers cast long shadows, which in
effect

minimises

the

economic

feasibility of solar.
So Swire had to look for other
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system

efficiency. University analysis goes

properties are built to last. Some of the

improvement, with the company’s

much deeper than what ordinary

buildings in our portfolio are twenty

developments also achieving various

engineers would do.”

years old, with outdated systems and

through

continuous

technology. It will take a lot of money
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IDM will be implemented and tested on

and effort to gather data from such

Mr. Chan explains that IDM represents
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an integrated, holistic approach: from
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